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1、《海王子诞生》 

Birth of Dolphin Prince 

The day when Dolphin Prince was born, a group of black sharks invaded 

the kingdom of Dolphin. Dolphin king was severely wounded in the 

combat. In order to reduce the loss, the queen decided to see the Arctic 

Witch with the black sharks. Over the past few years, Prince has grown 

up. He bids farewell to his father, and goes to the depths of the sea to find 

his mother. Faceing obstables from the cunning Arctic Witch, Prince will 

go through untold hardships on the way to rescue his mother. 



 

2、《大战梦魔王》 

Prince vs Dream Devil 

Dolphin Prince and his partner Aligu comes to a rich country, where the 

fish wear gold and silver, but as timid as a mouse. After some exploration, 

Prince solves the mystery of Golden Hill, and helps the fish find their 

courage and confidence. At the next stop, with the help of the poggy Yate, 

Prince and Aligu break Dream Devil’s maze, cut off the witch’s another 

conspiracy tentacle. 

 



3、《鬼王的秘密》 

The Phantom King’s Secret 

Dolphin Prince and hisgood friend Aligu comes to the horrible Phantom 

Kingdom, running into pumpkin ghosts, hanged ghosts and big head 

ghost. These ghosts look horrible, but the two partners overcome their 

fears, and bravely battle through numerous difficulties. They finally come 

to the Phantom King’s palace, uncovering the secret of the Phantom King, 

and help them to establish a new and beautiful home. Later, the two little 

partners come across a strange fat fish. Where will the Fatty Fish  lead 

Prince and Aligu to? 

 

4、《魔女的歌声》 

Witch’s Song 

Seeing mother soon, Dolphin Prince is so excited that he could not help 

but sing the song. he heard in the “where” there is a more beautiful witch 



song. However, they are trapped in this beautiful song, and have a narrow 

escape. In the Nerd Kingdom, it is  Aligu who has a great adventure. 

 

5、《智胜电鳐帮》 

Outwit Torpedos 

Leaving the Golden Kingdom, Dolphin Prince set foot on the road 

looking for his mother. The journey is still beset with difficulties. This 

time, Prince and Aligu encounter a strong opponent -- a submarine 

torpedo, who bullies the weak by his power and dominates the undersea 

part. Under the leadership of Prince, the bullied defeat the bully torpedo. 

Afterwards, Prince comes to the Spiky Ball Kingdom, which is heavily 

polluted, so he launches an environmental battle together with the sea 

horse Ray. 



 

6、《最后一战》 

The Final War 

Dolphin Prince and Turtle Aligu come to a kingdom which is like his 

Dolphin Kingdom. Unexpectedly he sees his “Mom and Dad”, but he is 

unaware of that this is the Arctic Witch’s another big conspiracy. With 

courage and love, Prince and Aligu beat the whale, yield the Doctor 

Octopus, and fight Black Shark General Ma. Finally Prince reunites with 

his mother after such a long seperation. 
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